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I. The General Education Board met on November 12 for a discussion of the General
Education Redesign Proposal. We had representation from all boards with Kalei
Laimana sitting in for HAP chair Kaleʻa Silva.

II. The General Education Curriculum Redesign Proposal
A. Stated aims of redesign

1. improve our current General Education curriculum in the following ways:
2. ease student transfer across institutions
3. align with the learning outcomes of accreditation standards and the

Interstate Passport
4. Incorporate the values of the place of Hawaiʻi in the curriculum
5. prepare students to confidently face the challenges of a precarious

natural environment, rapid technological advancements and pervasive
global social inequalities as well as to find solutions that creatively
contribute to a thriving community.

B. Capacities
1. Intellectual Toolkit/Habits of Mind (communication, analysis, organization)
2. Place and the Flourishing Community (Hawaiʻi, sustainability,

engagement)
3. Identity and Diversity (Hawaiʻi as center)
4. Mathematical and Scientific Problem Solving

C. Khua = New Course Alphas
1. 100 Hawaiian Place of Learning, and 200  Intercultural & International

Perspectives: campus and local community; Hawaiʻi in context of Asia,
Oceania, and world.

2. 110 Writing, Composition, Prose: written communication, info/digital lit,
creative expression

3. 120 Oral Communication, Rhetoric, and Ethics: Learning outcomes for
oral communication, info/digital lit, ethics, laulima

4. 130 Quantitative Reasoning: “quantitative reasoning and data literacy
focuses on the mathematical and data analysis that are essential in many
STEM related fields.

5. 140 Info/Digital Literacy (1 cr): stand alone lab. “Subject matter experts”
develop module for integration into foundations level courses

D. Committeeʻs Goal
1. To create a unified committee statement to be shared with Faculty

Senate.
2. Currently, members are reading through the proposal and populating

questions, concerns, and comments into a spreadsheet. Michelle will then
compile responses into a memo for Senate review.

https://www.hawaii.edu/offices/vp-academic-strategy/academic-programs-and-policy/general-education-redesign/


E. Comments and Questions by Boards/Committees
1. HAP Board

a) Credits need to be accepted by other institutions. Will “KHUA”
classes be transferable?

b) Are we creating a “one size fits all” system curricula? Each
campus has its own demographics, and each has developed
approaches and courses to serve our specific student needs.

c) If this will be System-wide, who decides course content, SLOs,
etc?

d) Will this diminish or even close departments?
e) The proposal mentions a reduction to faculty workload. But given

the necessary collaboration not just between instructors but with
content and delivery, is workload eased?

f) The proposal also mentions reducing bureaucracy. What body is
referred to here?

g) Are we moving towards a System where CCs all teach the same
thing? Where will that lead?

h) Specialized subjects that do not fit into the new KHUAs will be
shut out.

i) Do CCs become feeders for larger schools?

2. Curriculum Committee
a) Lots of changes

(1) How will the boards for evaluation and assessment be set
up?

(2) The AA will  need to be overhauled.
(3) We need a tool to assist with cross-campus alignments.

Currently, all UH campuses except Manoa are using Kuali.
(a) We donʻt have one system right now to keep track

of what each campus is doing and changes they
make.

(4) Courses from various disciplines will be subsumed by the
limitation of having only five KHUA courses. How will this
work? Again transfer will be a big issue.

(5) What will happen to academic freedom?
(6) We need more guidelines for course development. This will

be a lengthy process. Maybe two years to get set up.
3. Diversification Board

a) DB will cease to exist.
b) Will students get the training needed for next steps: workforce,

more education, etc?
c) Will stackable foundations courses be enough for students to build

a solid basis for college-level learning (e.g., writing requires
technical skills that can be barely taught in a single stand-alone
semester. How will students fare if comp/rhet is only a fraction of a
course?

4. Ethics Focus Board



a) Statement with dedication to HWN powerful but does not follow
throughout proposal

(1) Intent is to provide place-based learning with UH as an
institution in Hawaiʻi.

(2) Is the curriculum itself place-based?
5. Oral Communications Board

a) Why is rhetoric included with oral communications?
(1) There are multiple capacities within each KHUA course.

How would the curricula be put together coherently? Can
all of this information be taught in a 16 week course?

(a) Could there be more course options outside of the
present KHUA list?

(2) Series of touchpoints at every level, so had to be
distributed.

b) Transferability to other institutions?
c) Would we accept credit from other institutions given the potential

for specific focus?
d) Title of KHUA 120

(1) Course title refers to elements that do not readily connect:
oral skill, ethics, rhetoric

(2) How will the course be built? Will we modify an existing
class or build a new one?

(a) Who would be teaching these courses?
Credentials?

e) Current hallmarks for OC and other focus designations require a
percentage of the class be dedicated to the element.. How would
percentages be broken down for KHUA classes?

6. WI Focus Board
a) Looking specifically at Foundations ENG 100/100E, can skills be

obtained without designated classes?
b) KHUA 110 = three credits for writing and 1 credit lab.

(1) Should research be removed from ENG 100? Instructors
have been talking about pulling info lit from ENG 100 for
quite some time. BUT the idea is to make info lit the focus
of a second 3-credit writing class. Most colleges have a
two-semester requirement.

(2) Who would teach the 1 credit? How would it be integrated
into other courses?

(3) Could the separation lead to two (3 credit) semesters of
writing?

c) Like with other focus chairs, the WI chair wondered about
transferability. How will credits from outside institutions feed into
this new curricula and vice versa?

d) Who will be overseeing courses including the one-credit info/digital
lit? What division would house the course? LA or Academic
Services?

e) Will we need new “focus” and “foundations” boards? New
hallmarks?



f) Who oversees all the capacities? How will UH ensure all
campuses align?

g) What happens to dev ed?
7. Counseling/Student Services

a) Students are held to different requirement sets depending on
when they enter, if they stop out, if they transfer from campus to
campus or outside. How will counselors keep track of which plan
the student falls under?

b) Under CPoS, federal financial aid will only count classes leading
to degree. How will KHUAs be seen? The broader they are, the
less likely they are to be understood and paid for by FA. If we lose
FA, we will lose accreditation.

c) Veterans fall under the same federally regulated window. Will the
changes affect coverage and housing benefits, which are tied to
courses.

d) Counselors are tasked with “ensuring” courses align. How would
anyone do this without seeing into the future? No one knows how
a student may change their academic trajectory.

F. Report Back to System Group
1. Michael C is still part of the Redesign team, but it seems campus repsʻ

roles have moved from design to working with faculty on campuses.
2. We still do not know how questions will be answered and who/how they

might be addressed
3. UH Alignment: 1) What parts will be dictated by System?  2) How much

freedom will campuses have for adjusting to their demographic?
4. Since KHUA are courses, what will happens to the existing courses

KHUA will subsume? Arenʻt these more like categories than course
alpha?

G. Focus is on the positive!
1. The Redsign Committee seems to be asking for responses in good faith
2. When we find issues, letʻs seek to solve them.
3. Please look at the key words like “capacities,” and “place based” that

appear throughout the document and indeed seem to drive the revamp.
How are these words being used? Are definitions consistent? Is the
program really philosophy driven? How can we get it there?

4. Michael O. and Michelle are asking for two levels of comments: 1) directly
to Deb Halbert for System. This survey is general. Michael has asked if
feedback can be shared with campuses. 2) Michelle and Michael O. made
a campus-specific questionnaire to share in-house with Senators and
campus that discuss how Leeward will be affected. Please, we know time
is tight, but try to do both. The deadline is January 24.

5. How can we bring more course selection and thoughtful choices to the
redesign?

6. Consider that we have the unique opportunity to update our current Gen
Ed requirements, which were created in 2002. Letʻs use our voices to
consider how we can improve student experience, create a truly
place-based curriculum that is transferable no matter where a student



might want to go, and is useful in creating well-rounded, global thinking
community members.

H. Committee next step: statement for FS
1. Michelle will draft and share out with committee members

I. If we see a problem, what could be the solution?
1. Michael Cawdery stated the Redesign allows for more choices for

students. Should students have more explicit foundations courses?
Should Foundations courses be a requirement in addition to KHUAs?
Should HWST be made a foundational course?

III. Meeting with Gen Ed Redesign Committee members and Maui College, UH Hilo, Kauai
CC, Leeward CC, 11/16/21

A. The capacities and KHUA seem pretty fixed. What current classes will be
combined into each KHUA remains on the table. Of course, this does not mean
that we must accept. Suggestions still welcome.

B. The committee was told to not worry about budgetary constraints, as the
president will back the final plan. Michelle, however, asked if Erika Lacro had
been consulted as she controls the UHCC budget and financial distribution to
campuses. She had not. Faculty positions including those in counseling and
those vacated due to retirement, denial of Contract Renewals, etc. have been
swept with no sign of being returned.

C. Implementation is seen as a separate piece from curricular build but if the
courses are non-transferable or those transferring in cannot have credits counted
toward degree; faculty are let go because their areas are not included in KHUAs
or can be taught by someone else; vets lose their housing and tuition benefits;
financial aid cannot be awarded; WICHE schools do not accept our KHUAs;
accreditation does not agree with the build, etc. then the whole exercise will be
for naught.

D. How will Hawaiʻi as “place” be demonstrated throughout the curriculum?
E. How deeply should a university curriculum be steeped in one locale?
F. Who would teach//PD faculty and staff in “place” and ensure authenticity?
G. There will be a new team convened in spring to gather comments and tweak the

current proposal.
H. All FS must pass the redesign.


